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Optimal seismic-data acquisition in very shallow
waters: Surveys in the Venice lagoon

Luca Baradello1 and José M. Carcione1

acquisition system consisted of a power-supply unit connected to an
electrodynamic transducer 共Figure 1a兲. The source consisted of a
plate mounted on a catamaran frame, suspended at a constant depth
of zs ⳱ 10 cm to reduce dragging turbulence 共Figure 1b兲. Besides
the boomer, other sources can be used as high-resolution acoustic
subbottom profilers 共pinger, sparker, chirp兲, which generally are utilized within the marine surveying community for Quaternary geologic studies.
The signals were acquired by a multihydrophone 共MH兲 streamer
whose active section 共2.8 m兲 consisted of eight equidistant piezoelectric elements housed in an oil-filled tube 共Figure 1c兲. The frequency bandwidth was 0.4–9 kHz; therefore, the streamer length
was about 17 wavelengths long at the top of the band of interest and
0.8 wavelengths at the bottom. To avoid destructive interference between reflected signals and multiple events from the air/water interface, suitable floaters kept the streamer as shallow as possible. However, the source ghost was located inside the frequency band.
The source ghost is the energy pulse that travels upward from the
gun. It is reflected from the sea surface with a reversal in polarity.
This ghost will interfere destructively at a particular frequency that
depends on the depth from the source to the sea surface. That frequency is given by f ⳱ v /共2zs兲, where v is the water sound velocity.
This gives a notch frequency of nearly 7.5 kHz. Note that the dominant frequency of the seismograms is approximately 5 kHz. These
characteristics, under favorable conditions, permit decimetric-scale
resolution. Another alternative to the MH streamer is to use a single
hydrophone, but generally it has poor signal-to-noise ratio 共S/N兲.
In conventional acquisition geometry, the streamer is towed behind the plate with a longitudinal offset. The pulse has a very short
wavelength, and most of the surveys involve water depths between
40 and 100 cm; thus, the single hydrophones of the MH streamer
collect data in a destructive phase because the signals cannot be
summed by applying NMO correction. To overcome this problem,
we propose a transverse geometry that can collect more coherent
events as a result of the minimum NMO traveltimes.
Our method was tested by generating synthetic seismograms and
was later applied to surveys in the Venice lagoon. The seismograms

ABSTRACT
Acquiring large amounts of data in very shallow waters of
the immediate subtidal zone using a multichannel technique
is unaffordable because moveout correction and a standard
stacking procedure are required. The conventional inline longitudinal deployment of source and streamer leads to a phase
difference along the hydrophone array for nonvertical arrivals. The array in this system is hard wired, so these phase differences cannot be accounted for and the summed output is
attenuated as a result. We propose a transverse configuration,
whereby the variation in phase along the array is smaller. The
summed output improves because pairs of hydrophones with
equivalent absolute offset are stacked in phase as a result of
the symmetric configuration; however, all of the hydrophones are out of phase in the conventional geometry. Even at
depths of 40 m, a better image is obtained. The technique has
been used during surveys in the Venice lagoon, where the water depth ranges from 40 cm to 2 m.

INTRODUCTION
Seismic data acquisition in exceptionally shallow waters is very
sensitive to several factors, especially source-receiver configuration. Usually, the conventional acquisition geometry 共streamer
towed behind a source兲 generates poor results when using a singlechannel streamer with a multihydrophone hard-wired group. This is
because the streamer can be much longer than the dominant wavelength, a condition that implies large phase differences between the
elements of the receiver array 共e.g., McGee, 1995兲.
We acquired high-resolution seismic data from geologic mapping
of the Venice lagoon and a study of the sedimentary structures of Alpine Italian lakes. In many cases, very shallow waters are present.
The surveys used a boomer source, chosen for its short pulse, good
repeatability, and directivity 共e.g., Verbeek and McGee, 1995兲. The
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showed remarkable improvement in the coherence and S/N of the reflection events. Plets et al. 共2007兲 used a similar acquisition configuration for shallow waters 共⬍5 m兲. In their study, a marine survey
was conducted using a square quadratic array of four baffled chirp
transducers and a single-channel receiver array consisting of a group
of eight hydrophone elements placed at the side of the transducers.
The analysis performed in our paper can also be applied to the system of Plet et al..

ACQUISITION GEOMETRIES
The conventional 共longitudinal兲 and transverse geometries are
shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a and b represents horizontal plan views,
Figure 2c represents a vertical section, and Figure 2d represents a
perspective view of the second geometry, where o is the near offset,
h is the water depth, and o Ⳮ x is the offset, i.e., the distance between
the source and a given receiver. The near offset during the acquisition was o ⳱ 1.5 m, and the length of the streamer was 2.8 m. As indicated in Figure 2, x ranged from 0 to 2.8 m in the longitudinal geometry and from ⳮ1.4 to 1.4 m in the transverse geometry. The
nearest and farthest receivers were located at 1.5 and 4.3 m, respectively, in the first case and at 1.5 and 2.05 m in the second case. The
data were acquired simultaneously, with the source located at the
same position for both configurations, according to the relative distance described above. The model described below uses the same parameters.
The vessel moved at a given velocity 共usually 3.6–5.4 km/h兲
along the direction of the streamer. The dashed line indicates the optimal geometry 共Figure 2b兲, which is a circle of radius o with its center in the source. In this case, the signal arrived at all of the hydrophones of the streamer in-phase. The raypath was equal to 冑o2 Ⳮ 4h2
for all of the receivers. However, this geometry was impractical because of the turbulence generated by the motion of the vessel on the
streamer.

a)

b)

In the transverse case, pairs of hydrophones with equivalent absolute offset were stacked in-phase on account of the symmetric configuration, and all of the hydrophones were out-of-phase in the conventional geometry. If the layers were planar and parallel to the lagoon bottom, as is usually the case in very shallow waters, the transverse geometry would be optimal for data acquisition. The turbulence noise was minimal because the streamer was straight and in
both cases was in line with the towing direction.
There are arguments against longitudinal acquisition systems.
McGee 共1995兲 claims that for a longitudinal geometry in very shallow waters, all of the elements of the streamer array are approximately in-phase under the condition L  2冑h, where L is the
length of the streamer,  ⳱ v /f is the wavelength, v is the sound velocity of water, and f is frequency. For parameters typical in the Venice lagoon, such as h ⳱ 1.5 m, f ⳱ 5 kHz, and v ⳱ 1500 m/s, we
have 2冑h ⳱ 1.34 m, a condition that is not fulfilled for the
2.8-m-long streamer. Despite this, the transverse geometry greatly
improves the stack by reducing phase differences.
To study the problem quantitatively, it is appropriate for this type
of environment to consider the layer-cake model 共Brouwer and Helbig, 1998兲 to obtain the traveltime as a function of offset for an interface below the bottom of the sea. The model consists of a stack of n
homogeneous plane layers of arbitrary thickness. Taking Figure 3 as
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Figure 1. High-resolution seismic system composed of 共a兲 Pulsar
2002 共power unit兲, 共b兲 UWAK05 共source兲, and 共c兲 EG&G streamer,
consisting of a single-channel multihydrophone group.

Figure 2. Conventional 共longitudinal兲 and transverse acquisition geometries, where 共a兲 and 共b兲 represent plan views, 共c兲 is a vertical section, and 共d兲 is a perspective view of the second geometry. The
dashed line is the optimal geometry, corresponding to a circle of radius o centered at the source. The arrow indicates the towing direction. Source and streamer move together.
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a reference, corresponding to n ⳱ 3 for clarity, the exact offset and
two-way traveltime of the reflection event coming from the nth interface are
n
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drophones with equivalent offset are stacked in-phase. The phase
differences between the two configurations are smaller for layer 7.
Let us consider a Ricker wavelet with a central frequency of
5 kHz and perform a stack of the eight hydrophone traces of the
streamer. The propagation effects are approximately the same for
both geometries because the reflection and transmission coefficients
and phase angles are an almost constant function of  for the small
Table 1. Layer-cake model.

,

共2兲

where
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共3兲

is the ray parameter, which is a constant, and v1 ⳱ v. We have Xn
⳱ o Ⳮ xn for the longitudinal case and Xn ⳱ 冑o2 Ⳮ x2n for the transverse case.
For n ⳱ 1, we obtain the equations for the lagoon bottom. The
two-way traveltime curves for the longitudinal and transverse cases
are given by

T⳱
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共5兲
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Depth of base 共m兲

1
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4
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7

1.5
1.2
1.3
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

1.5
2.0
3.0
3.0
5.5
15.0
11.0

1.5
3.5
6.5
9.5
15.0
30.0
41.0
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and
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v

respectively, where in equation 5 the distance x is taken from the center receiver.
We consider the layered model 共velocity and thickness兲 shown in
Table 1 to obtain the traveltime and amplitude of the reflection
events corresponding to layer 5 共15-m depth兲 and layer 7 共41-m
depth兲. This velocity profile is typical of very shallow environments,
where muddy sediments have a lower velocity than water because of
their higher density 共e.g., Carcione and Poletto, 2000兲. Figure 4
shows the traveltime T as a function of xn for the two configurations.
As can be seen, the transverse geometry in Figure 2b has much
smaller NMO times than the conventional geometry, and pairs of hy-
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Figure 3. Layer-cake model used to compute the traveltime curves
corresponding to the longitudinal and transverse geometries.

Figure 4. Traveltimes of 共a兲 layer 5 and 共b兲 layer 7 共see Table 1兲 as a
function of xn. The water depth is 1.5 m, the near offset is 1.5 m, and
the streamer length is 2.8 m.
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velocity contrasts reported in Table 1. Each single trace is corrected
for geometric spreading by the factor T1 /Ti, i ⳱ 1, . . . ,8, where T1 is
the two-way traveltime of the nearest hydrophone.
The stacked signals are displayed in Figure 5, where the dashed
line corresponds to the longitudinal geometry. The maximum NMO
time 共relative to the nearest receiver to the source兲 decreases for increasing depth, from 0.2 ms 共Figure 5a兲 to 0.066 ms 共Figure 5b兲.
The amplitude of the deep reflection 共T1 ⳱ 50.70 ms兲 is affected little by the phase differences. On the other hand, the shallow event
共T1 ⳱ 20.84 ms兲 is stacked much better with the transverse geometry. Although the deep layer 共41 m depth兲 has a traveltime of 50 ms,
there is still an improvement; this explains why the method works
for deep layers. Even if there are small NMO differences, the transverse geometry provides better images.
One could argue that the velocity reversal in the model shown in
Table 1 is responsible for the improvement when using transverse
geometry. The reasoning can be that a significant part of the raypath
goes through the material with velocity lower than that of water. This
results in a low apparent velocity in the water layer, a short apparent

a)

–

wavelength, and therefore a large array effect. This would not happen with a normal velocity profile.
To investigate this, we considered a profile where the velocity increased monotonically with depth. The traveltimes were approximately similar to those shown in Figure 4, and the respective stacks
showed similar differences between the amplitudes obtained with
the transverse and longitudinal configurations. The shallow reflector
had a maximum amplitude 3.5 times stronger in the first case, as in
the case of the model in Table 1 共see Figure 5a兲. Hence, transverse
geometry was equally effective when the velocity profile increased
monotonically.

SEISMIC ACQUISITION IN
THE VENICE LAGOON
We tested the transverse configuration in the Venice lagoon. Nearly 100 km of high-resolution profiles have been acquired outside the
navigation channels in the southern part of the lagoon. The seismic
data were processed with a conventional sequence: The spherical divergence was removed and a time-variant band-pass filter was applied. In several profiles, the direct wave degraded the reflections.
We removed this effect in both the longitudinal and transverse geometries by computing a mean trace in a given interval, crosscorrelating
it with the near traces, and applying the corresponding time shift as a
static correction.
Figure 6 compares seismic profiles acquired simultaneously, using conventional 共longitudinal兲 and transverse geometry. The sections are displayed using the same amplitude scale. Because they
were obtained under the same conditions and were processed with
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Figure 5. Stacked signal received by the eight hydrophones of the
streamer, where 共a兲 refers to layer 5 and 共b兲 to layer 7 共see Table 1兲.
The dashed line corresponds to the longitudinal geometry. The time
is relative to that of the nearest receiver, i.e., 20.84 ms for layer 5 and
50.70 ms for layer 7.

Figure 6. Seismic acquisition at the Venice lagoon. 共a兲 Conventional
共longitudinal兲 geometry survey. 共b兲 Transverse geometry survey.
Horizontal distance versus two-way traveltime is shown.
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the same sequence, the differences are the sole result of the sourcestreamer configurations, not the location of the streamers with respect to a random-noise source, e.g., the engine. Note that the noisedominated areas at the ends of both sections appear to have approximately the same amplitude. In particular, the transverse configuration is a little closer to the engine than the longitudinal one, so the
noise should greatly affect the seismogram displayed in Figure 6b.
However, this is not the case: The transverse configuration has a better S/N. The improvement using the transverse geometry is noticeable, as predicted by the stacks shown in Figure 5. The shallow event
is imaged better than the deeper one. It appears that gas zones block
penetration in several patches, but the tops of the gas patches are well
imaged.
Therefore, studies based on transverse geometry allow us to obtain a detailed sequence stratigraphic analysis of the Venice lagoon,
providing an opportunity to recognize the lateral variability in the architecture of these sequences as well as recent human impact on sedimentation.
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and a standard stacking procedure because it is impractical and unaffordable. A fast, efficient method such as the one we propose could
acquire nearly 50–60 km of seismic profiles per day and process the
data in a few hours.
Data acquired in the Venice area reveal a high S/N that can be used
to perform reliable interpretations of the formations and evolution of
the lagoon.
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